
honestbee Launches Food Delivery Service as
Fast as a bee!

App rescues diner in CBD area from Bangkok heat and traffic

Bangkok, May 8, 2017- HonestBee, Asia’s leading and trusted online concierge and delivery service,
today announced its honestbee food service, delivering food in the comfort of your homes and
offices, without you having to break a sweat! It aims to be the fastest delivery service in Thailand
with the shortest delivery time of 35 minutes.

The delivery service will apply to restaurants in Thonglor and Ari area before more areas are added.
Diners can pick from more than twenty stand-alone restaurants from Japanese, Indian, Korean,
Italian, Vietnamese, Mediterranean, to Thai food.

You can kickstart your morning with breakfast from restaurants like Tiny Cup Café and Café in
Burger & Coffee and enjoy lunch and dinner from a variety of international restaurants like Masala
Art or fusion restaurants like Toh Kin Kao or Amano, created from the same team that created Nikko
Café. And for those with a sweet tooth or planning to celebrate a birthday, honestbee also delivers
desserts from Yellow Spoon Pastry — honestbee – will also indicate delivery time so there’s no
second guessing when your food will come.
“With the success of online-groceries delivery, honestbee would like to bring the same joy to people
by delivering food all around Thailand so they can taste the most delicious Thai and international
food right on their doorsteps,” said Piyawat Laiphithak, Marketing Manager at honestbee.
The delivery costs Bt50 per order but it’s free on orders above Bt390. As a special promotion for the
launch of the service, honestbee will provide Bt300 baht discount when ordering food up to 400 Baht
(or 75 percent discount) with every order using the code FOOD300 from today to 30 June 2017.
About honestbee

honestbee started operations in major cities across Asia since 2015. As the leading and trusted
online delivery service for all your lifestyle needs, we are committed to bringing you convenience
with our fast and reliable on-demand concierge services. We also strongly believe in giving back to
society. Founded on the principles of being a social impact business, we seek to create flexible and
sustainable income opportunities for everyone in our communities through reliable technology.

honestbee is operating in Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand.
Download the honestBee application here: https://itunes.apple.com/sg/app/id1001581823?mt=8
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